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Abstract—Satellite observation scheduling plays a significant 
role in improving the efficiency of satellite observation systems. 
This paper proposes an ensemble of heuristic and exact algorithm 
based on a divide-and-conquer framework (EHE-DCF) consisting 
of two iterative phases: task allocation among multiple orbits and 
task scheduling on a single orbit. In the task allocation phase, we 
propose a heuristic task allocation algorithm. In detail, we 
calculate the allocation probability between the task and orbit, 
and the task is allocated to the orbit with a probabilistic selection 
rule. During the scheduling phase, we construct a task scheduling 
model for each single orbit, and use exact method (e.g., CPLEX) 
to solve this model. The task allocation and task scheduling phases 
are performed iteratively until the algorithm termination 
conditions are met. To validate the performance of EHE-DCF, we 
compare it with the method that directly utilizes CPLEX to solve 
the scheduling problem without task allocation, as well as three 
heuristic algorithms, including greedy algorithm and two 
simulated annealing algorithms considering the task allocation 
phase. Experimental results show that EHE-DCF is more efficient 
for the satellite observation scheduling problem with large-scale 
tasks. Moreover, the scheduling profits and the number of 
scheduled tasks are higher and more stable than those of the 
comparison algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
ARTH observation satellites (EOSs) are widely used in 
sensing interested areas of the earth's surface. It has played 
an important role in resource exploration, disaster surveillance, 
urban planning and environmental monitoring [1]. With the 
development of remote sensing technology, sensors can take 
high-resolution images, which makes earth observation 
demands grow rapidly and promotes the application of EOSs. 
Although the number of satellites in space is increasing 
continuously in recent years, satellites are still very scarce with 
respect to the numerous earth observation requests. Therefore, 
it is of great significance to develop efficient satellite 
scheduling methods, to satisfy more requests and obtain a high 
observation efficiency.  
A satellite needs to conduct certain operations for the 
transformation between two consecutive observation tasks, 
such as attitude slewing and stabilization. Moreover, tasks can 
only be executed within the visible time windows of satellites 
in the observation process, each task is restricted be observed in 
a specific time interval, and the observations must be carried 
out continuously and completely within time windows [2]. As 
shown in Fig.1, a satellite can observe the same task at different 
orbits, so it is possible that there are multiple time windows 
between a satellite and a task. 
 
Fig. 1.  The satellite operation 
The increasing number of orbiting satellites and user 
demands has brought new challenges on multi-satellite 
large-scale task scheduling problem in practice. As of March 31, 
2020, 2666 satellites have been launched across the world, 
including 1327 in the United States, 169 in Russia, 363 in 
China and 807 in other countries. However, previous studies 
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have not well addressed the large-scale satellite scheduling 
problem, especially when the orbiting satellites and user 
demands continuously increase. The exact algorithms 
developed in existing literature is no longer suitable for 
real-world large-scale scheduling problems, while the 
scheduling results of heuristic algorithms do not have 
performance guarantees. Therefore, it is of great significance to 
develop efficient satellite scheduling methods combing the 
exact and heuristic algorithms together, which can satisfy more 
user demands with higher observation efficiency. 
In this paper, we develop a scheduling framework based on a 
divide-and-conquer strategy which decomposes the EOSs 
scheduling (EOSS) problem to reduce the complexity. We treat 
the orbits of the satellites as the resources and propose a novel 
scheduling method. This method comprises two phases: task 
allocation among multiple orbits and task scheduling on a 
single orbit. In the task allocation phase, we design a heuristic 
allocation method based on the idea of pheromone used in ant 
colony algorithm (ACO) and the mechanism of tabu search (TS) 
algorithm. In the task scheduling phase, based on 
divide-and-conquer framework (DCF), we construct an integer 
programming model for the single orbit scheduling and utilize 
CPLEX to solve this model exactly. This method can be viewed 
as the ensemble of heuristic and exact algorithms based on 
divide-and-conquer framework (EHE-DCF). 
The main innovations and contributions of this paper are 
summarized as follows:  
(1) We formulate the orbits of the satellites as the resources, 
and propose a new scheduling framework based on the 
divide-and-conquer principle. The scheduling complexity of 
the EOSS problem is significantly reduced using this 
scheduling framework.  
(2) We propose a two-phase scheduling method which is an 
ensemble of heuristic and exact algorithms under the 
divide-and-conquer framework (EHE-DCF), for the EOS 
scheduling problem.  
(3) Extensive experiments on multi-satellite task scheduling 
are conducted to validate the performance of EHE-DCF. 
Especially, the EHE-DCF is compared with the exact method 
without tasks allocation. In addition, EHE-DCF is compared 
with three heuristic algorithms based on DCF, i.e., greedy 
algorithm (GR-DCF), simulated annealing algorithm based on 
greedy neighborhood structure (SANS1-DCF), and simulated 
annealing algorithm based on random neighborhood structure 
(SANS2-DCF). 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section Ⅱ 
surveys the related work. Section Ⅲ provides the scheduling 
framework based on DCF. In Section Ⅳ, we present a 
mathematical model for single orbit scheduling. We introduce 
the EHE-DCF algorithm in Section Ⅴ. The simulation 
experiments and the results are detailed in Section Ⅵ. Finally, 
Section Ⅶ is the conclusion of this paper. 
II. RELATED WORKS 
EOSS problem has been proved to be a NP-hard problem [3] 
that cannot be solved optimally in polynomial time. At present, 
considerable achievements have been made in the domain of 
EOSS problem. The models established by scholars include 
mathematical programming models [4-9], constraint 
satisfaction problem models [10-13], knapsack problems 
[14-15], graph-based problems [16-20]. The algorithms for 
EOSS are classified into exact and heuristic algorithms. 
In general, exact algorithms are feasible in tackling 
small-scale EOSS problem [21]. Exact algorithms based graph 
theory is commonly used for solving EOSS problems, Gabrel 
and Vanderpooten [16] formulated EOSS problem as the 
selection of a multiple criteria path in a graph without circuit. 
This problem was then solved by generation of efficient paths 
and selection of a satisfactory path using a multiple criteria 
interactive procedure. Hu et al. [22] conducted a study on the 
application of exact algorithms to EOS constellations and 
proposed an original branch and price algorithm to solve the 
EOS constellation imaging and downloading integrated 
scheduling problem. First, the primal problem was separated 
into a master problem and multiple pricing problems. Then, a 
branch and price algorithm was developed to compute optimal 
integer solutions.  
Exact algorithms can get the optimal scheduling plan, but it 
is difficult to solve EOSS problem when the task scale is too 
large [23]. The heuristic algorithms can solve the large-scale 
scheduling problem, but their scheduling plan is inferior to 
exact algorithms in small-scale instance. Therefore, it is 
difficult to guarantee the conflict between algorithm optimality 
and computation cost.  
 Researchers usually use heuristic algorithm to solve EOSS 
problem. Wang et al. [24] presented a nonlinear model and 
provided heuristic algorithms. SA algorithm was one of 
heuristic methods widely used in EOSS problem [25]. Peng et 
al. [26] proposed a model with task merging, and developed a 
very fast SA algorithm to solve the problem. Wu et al. [27] 
developed a formal model for the scheduling of EOS, and 
presented an adaptive SA–based scheduling algorithm 
integrated with a dynamic task clustering strategy. Sarkheyli et 
al. [17] used the graph coloring theory to model the LEO 
satellites scheduling problem, and applied a TS algorithm to 
solve this problem. Another commonly used heuristic method 
is genetic algorithm (GA) [28-34]. Mansour et al. [35] 
formulated the scheduling problem as a knapsack problem and 
presented an integer programming model. Besides, a GA 
algorithm was proposed to solve the daily photograph selection 
problem of the SPOT5 satellite. Huang et al. [36] presented a 
multi-objective chance constrained programming model for 
electronic reconnaissance satellites scheduling problem, and 
proposed a Monte Carlo simulation based multi-objective 
evolutionary algorithm. Many scholars applied ACO algorithm 
to solve the EOSS problem [37-42]. Wang et al. [43] assumed 
that there is only one time window of opportunity for each job 
on each satellite and modeled the satellite scheduling problem. 
Next a hybrid ACO algorithm was presented. 
A new trend for solving the EOSS problem is to decompose 
the large-scale scheduling problem into several small-scale 
scheduling problems that can be solved separately. Yao et al. 
[44] proposed a decomposition-based optimization algorithm 
for solving the EOSS problem. The problem was decomposed 
into a master problem of task assignment and some 
subproblems of single satellite scheduling. Similarly, Liu et al. 
[45] decomposed the scheduling problem into two 
sub-problems: task assignment and task merging. An adaptive 
ACO algorithm was proposed to select specific time window 
for each task and a dynamic programming algorithm was used 
to find the best merging plan for each satellite. Wang et al. [46] 
considered the uncertainties of clouds and suggested a sample 
approximation method which transforms the chance constraint 
programming model into an integer linear programming (ILP) 
model. Subsequently, a branch and cut algorithm based on lazy 
constraint generation was developed to solve the ILP model. 
Zheng et al. [47] adopted a game-theoretical formulation for a 
multi-satellite system in which the satellites are viewed as a 
unique unit with their self-interests. Moreover, the utility 
functions for individual satellite and the global utility function 
were designed. Further, a Utility-based Regret play, a Smoke 
Signal play, and a Broadcast-based play were proposed as 
negotiation mechanisms for the team to cooperate under the 
distributed and decentralized system structure. 
In the previous studies, scholars usually formulate satellites 
as resources, and assume each task has at most one observation 
window on each resource. However, a satellite normally orbits 
the earth multiple orbits every day. If the scheduling period is 
long enough, a satellite will pass over a task multiple times, as 
shown in Fig.1. Hence, the observation windows for a task on a 
satellite will not be unique, which makes the problem difficult 
in modeling and solving.   
Wu et al. [48] investigated the satellite integrated scheduling 
methods and formulated the orbits of satellites as resources. 
Hence, there will be at most one observation window for each 
task on each resource. The formulation makes the EOSS 
problem easier to model. Then a mathematical model and an 
acyclic directed graph model were constructed. Next, tasks 
were allocated to the relevant orbits with a potential 
time-window. In addition, a hybrid ACO method combined 
with an iteration local search was developed to solve the 
problem.  
In this paper, we formulate the orbits of the satellites as the 
resources. Hence, the observation window for a task on each 
resource will be unique, which makes the problem easier to 
model and solve. 
III. DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER BASED SCHEDULING FRAMEWORK 
EOS flies around the earth with certain view angle of camera, 
and its sensor generates a dummy observation strip of a certain 
width and length when passing over targets. The observation 
mode of a satellite is shown in Fig.2. The width and length of 
the strip depend on the altitude of the satellite, the field of view 
of the sensor, the slewing angle of the sensor and the 
observation duration of the sensor. In order to facilitate 
modeling, this paper assumes that all observation targets are 
point targets and each target corresponds to a task.  
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Fig. 2.  Satellite working mode 
We propose a new scheduling framework based on DCF. The 
framework comprises two iterative phases: task allocation 
phase among multiple orbits and task scheduling phase on 
single orbit. The DCF scheduling framework is shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3.  Scheduling framework 
In the task allocation phase, depending on heuristic factor, 
pheromone factor and feedback factors we calculate the 
probability of the task to be assigned to each orbit, respectively. 
The task with higher allocation weight is assigned firstly to 
specific orbits according to the probabilities. The heuristic 
factor reflects task load condition (TLC) and task conflict 
condition (TCC) of an orbit. We use the idea of pheromone of 
ACO algorithm for reference, the selection probability is 
affected by the pheromones between tasks and orbits. The 
feedback factors use the mechanism of TS algorithm to adjust 
the orbits which tasks are assigned to and adjust the task 
allocation order according to the scheduling results. 
In the task scheduling phase, depending on the allocation 
plan of a specific orbit, the task scheduling problem of single 
orbit is solved by CPLEX. The scheduling plan of an orbit can 
be regarded as a solution of a subproblem, and the scheduling 
plan can be obtained by merging all sub scheduling plans.  
Scheduling results are obtained by iteratively performing the 
task allocation phase and task scheduling phase until the 
algorithm termination conditions are met. The two phases are 
connected through pheromone factor and feedback factors. This 
method can reduce the scheduling scale, and then apply exact 
method to large-scale scheduling problems. 
IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SINGLE ORBIT  
Satellite observation operations in real world are affected by 
various factors, such as cloud cover, imaging data transmission, 
and satellite failure. Some necessary assumptions and 
simplifications are provided to formulate the EOS scheduling 
problem. 
1) Some real-world impacts, e.g., cloud cover, imaging data 
transmission, and satellite failure, are not considered in the 
satellite observation operations model. 
2) Each task only needs to be observed once, without 
repeated observation. 
3) Constraints related to satellite operations are considered in 
the model, including satellite transformation time, energy 
consumption and memory capacity. 
4) Considering the profit of each task is different, we 
introduce the task observation profit for each task. The 
objective function is therefore to maximize the entire profits of 
the scheduled tasks. 
In this section, we aim to develop a task scheduling model on 
a single orbit. Let O be the set of orbits within the scheduling 
horizon and kT  the set of tasks allocated on orbit ( )k k O . 
Each orbit k is associated with a memory capacity kM  and an 
energy capacity kE . The observation activity consumes energy 
and memory resources on each orbit. Define ke  and km  as the 
energy consumption and the memory consumption for single 
task on orbit k.  For each task ki T , it is endowed with an 
observation profit i , a slewing angle ik , and a visible time 
window [ , ]ik ikws we  specified by its earliest possible 
observation time ikws , and its latest possible observation time 
ikwe . 
Satellite transformation time is required to observe different 
tasks. Specifically, two consecutive tasks i and j ( , ki j T ) need 
to go through sensor shutdown → slewing → attitude stability 
→ startup. Denote ktu , ktd  and kts  as the time consumption 
of sensor start-up, shutdown and attitude stabilization on orbit k, 
and let v be the slewing velocity of the satellite. The 
transformation time kijst  is then computed as 
/kij k ik jk k kst td v ts tu       (1) 
Introduce binary variable 
   0 1 ( , 0, 1 , )kij kx i j T N i j   ， , where 0, 1N   are 
dummy tasks for starting and terminating on orbit k . 1kijx   if 
both tasks i and j  are scheduled on orbit k , and task i  is the 
immediate predecessor of task j , otherwise 0kijx  . Note 
dummy tasks do not have real profits ( 0 10, 0N    ). The 
integer programming formulation on single orbit is then 
constructed as 
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Equation (2) indicates that the objective function of the 
single orbit task scheduling model is to maximize the entire 
observation profits of the scheduled tasks. Equations (3), (4) 
and (5) represent the energy, memory, and time window 
constraints, respectively. Equations (6), (7) indicate that there is 
at most one predecessor task and one subsequent task for each 
real task. Equation (8) indicates that the number of predecessor 
tasks and the number of subsequent tasks for the real task is 
equal. Moreover, (6), (7) and (8) guarantee that each task is to 
be observed at most once. Equation (9) indicates the virtual 
tasks cannot be used as adjacent tasks. Since dummy tasks 
adjacent to each other do not contribute to the objective 
function, we force 0, 1=0
k
Nx   and 1,0 0
k
Nx   . Equations (10) 
and (11) ensure that there must be a real task after dummy task 
0 and a real task before dummy task N+1.  
V. ENSEMBLE OF HEURISTIC AND EXACT ALGORITHM  
A. Heuristic algorithm for task allocation 
Based on the DCF framework, we propose a new heuristic 
allocation method based on tabu mechanism of TS algorithm 
and pheromone of ACO algorithm. In detail, the mechanism of 
TS algorithm is used to modify the orbit set for tasks allocation, 
while the pheromone of ACO algorithm is to select the orbit for 
tasks. 
Denote ikp  and iCO  as the probability that task i allocated 
to orbit k, and the orbit set which has the visible time window 
for task i, respectively. Notice although all the orbits in iCO  
can be used, some of them may be excluded by the TS 
algorithm. Denote 'iCO  (
'
i iCO CO  ) as the available orbits in 
iCO . The task allocation process is designed as follows: 
calculate task allocation order → select the task i to be allocated 
→ sort out the orbit set 'iCO  → calculate the probabilities 
between task i and all orbits in 'iCO  → select the orbit k with 
the maximum ikp  → allocate task i to orbit k → select the next 
task to be allocated.  
The above task allocation process iteratively runs for many 
times. During each iteration, the allocation order of tasks and 
the orbits can be used for task i dynamically change. Therefore, 
the results of task allocation in each iteration are different. 
Denote ( )ikp n  as the probability between task i and orbit k, and 
' ( )iCO n  (
' ( )i iCO n CO ) as the orbits that can be used in the 
iteration n, respectively. 
There are three types of factors that affect the allocation 
probability ( )ikp n : heuristic value ( )ik n , pheromone trail 
value ( )ik n  and feedback factors. The probability ( )ikp n  is 
calculated according to (12). 
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   
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(12) 
where the parameters   and   determine the relative 
influence of the pheromone trail and the heuristic information.  
1) Heuristic factor based on TLC and TCC 
TLC and TCC reflect the tasks conflict condition and tasks 
load condition on single orbit, respectively. Denote 
'
kT as the 
tasks already allocated on orbit k before task i is to be assigned, 
and kQ (
'
k kQ T ) as the number of tasks already allocated on 
orbit k. When allocating task i, the orbit k in ' ( )iCO n  has the 
following two states: 
State1. There are no allocated tasks on orbit k, which means 
0kQ  ; 
State2. There are tasks already allocated on orbit k, which 
means 0kQ  ; 
In State2, task i to be assigned may conflict with other tasks 
in 'kT . Let ikC  be the conflict degree between task i  and all 
tasks in 'kT . We use binary variable  0,1
k
isconf   to represent 
the conflict between task i  and task s ( 'ks T ). If 1
k
isconf  , 
task i  conflicts with task s , otherwise 0kisconf  . The criteria 
for chekcing conflicts is expressed as (13), and ikC  can be 
calculated according to (14) 
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An illustration of the conflict degree and load degree results 
is shown in Fig.4, where 
11=0C , 13 1C  , 21=1C , 22 1C  , 23 =2C , 24 =0C , 31=1C ,
32 =1C , 33=1C , 34 =0C , 41=1C , 42 =1C , 43=1C , 44 =0C , 52 =1C ,
54 =0C , 1=5Q , 2 =4Q , 3 =4Q , 4 =3Q . 
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Fig. 4.  Conflict and Load condition 
These two parameters kQ  and ikC  need to be normalized. Denote kdQ  and ikdC as the values normalized by kQ  and ikC , 
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and they are calculated according to (15), (16). The heuristic 
value ( )ik n  is calculated according to (17), where a, b are the 
weights of kdQ  and ikdC . 
' '( )
i i
k s k ss CO s CO
dQ Q Q Q
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( )ik k ikn a dQ b dC      (17) 
2) Pheromone trail factor  
We use ( )ik n  denote the pheromone between task i  and 
orbit k , and use (0,1)  denote the pheromone decay 
parameter. Update ( )ik n  according to (18) when 
 1 1k
k
j T N ij
j i
x 

 . 
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The increment of the pheromone between task i  and orbit k  
is ik  , and ik  is calculated as (19). 
( )
( )
ij
n
num n



 

 (19) 
where   is pheromone dilution factor, ( )n  and ( )num n  are 
the scheduling profit and the number of tasks completed in the 
nth iteration. 
3) Feedback factors 
The feedback factors include task allocation weight factor 
and tabu factor. After the task scheduling phase, we use 
feedback factors to adjust the elements in 
' ( )iCO n  and 
allocation order of task i  in the iteration n +1.  
Let ( )iw n  denote the task allocation weight factor in the nth 
iteration, it determines the task allocation order, and the higher 
value ( )iw n  is, the higher priority to be allocated. The initial 
value of ( )iw n  is the profit of the task i , (1)i iw  .  
If  1 0k
k
j T N ij
j i
x 

 in the nth iteration, ( 1)iw n  will be 
updated according to (20), otherwise ( 1)iw n  will be updated   
according to (21).  
( 1) ( )i iw n w n c    (20) 
( 1) ( )i iw n w n   (21) 
where c   is the weight decay parameter, the task 
allocation weight will be cut according to (20) if task i  is not 
scheduled, ensuring that tasks which have not been scheduled 
multiple times will be adjusted backwards. 
Let ( )ik n  denote the tabu factor in the nth iteration, it is 
used to modify ' ( )iCO n , and updated by the rule1-rule3: 
rule1: Let (1) 0ik   be the initial quantity of ( )ik n ; 
rule2: Update ( 1)ik n   according to (22) if task i  is 
assigned to orbit k  in the nth iteration; 
rule3： Update ( 1)ik n   according to (23) if ( ) 0ik n   
and task i  is not assigned to orbit k  in the nth 
iteration; 
( 1) ,ik n l l     (22) 
( 1) ( )ik ikn n l     (23) 
where l  is the tabu step, and l  is the lifting step. 
The elements in  ' 1 2( ) , , ,i KCO n O O O are adjusted 
based on the value ( )ik n . If ( ) 0ik n  , 
' ( )iCO n  is updated 
according to rules4-rule7; 
rule4: ' (1)i iCO CO  
' (1)i iCO CO
 
rule5: ' '( ) ( 1)i iCO n CO n   
if >1n  and 
K=1; 
rule6:  
 ' '( ) ( 1) /i i kCO n CO n O   if >1n   and K>1; 
' ( )i iCO n CO  if 
' ( )iCO n   ; 
rule7:  
' '( ) ( 1)i i kCO n CO n O 
 
if ( ) 0ik n  && 
' ( 1)k i k iO CO O CO n   ; 
These three types of factors affect the task allocation process 
together, and the allocation process is as shown in Fig.5. 
pheromone 
trail
heuristic 
value
4( )ip n
5( )ip n
6( )ip n
task set
orbit1
orbit2
orbit3
orbit4
orbit5
orbit6
orbit7
orbit8
orbit3
orbit4
orbit5
orbit6
orbit set 
has time 
window for 
task i 
orbit has time window 
for task i  and has been 
tabued in iteratin n
orbit has time window 
for task i  and has not 
been tabued in iteratin n
orbit has no timewindow 
for task i 
allocation
order
orbit 
set
( )ik n
( )ikw n orbit set 
to be
selected
feedback
factors
3( )ip n
 
Fig. 5.  The allocation process 
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B. Ensemble of heuristic and exact algorithm based on DCF 
In the task scheduling phase, we use software CPLEX to 
solve the scheduling problem based on the scheduling model of 
single orbit in Section Ⅳ. The scheduling procedures of the 
EHE-DCF algorithm can be described as follows. 
EHE-DCF algorithm  
Input: Task set T , Orbit set O , Time window between 
task i and orbit k ,  ,ik ikws we   
Output: Schedule solution and profit 
1: Initialize the algorithm’s parameters; 
2: While k < N 
// Task allocation 
3:  While T    do 
4:    Find the task i  which has the highest profit； 
5：   Select the available orbit set ' ( )iCO n  of task i； 
6:      For all orbit k  in ' ( )iCO n  do 
7:       Calculate ( )ik n  and ( )ik n ;  
Calculate probability ( )ikp n  between task i on 
orbit k according to ( )ik n and ( )ik n ; 
8:      End for 
9:    Choose orbit k according to ( )ikp n ; 
10:   Update the pheromone; 
11:  End while 
// Task scheduling 
12: For all orbit k , kO   from 1 to k  do 
13:  Build the scheduling model 
       Establish the objective function based on maximum 
profit; 
       Establish the constraints according to time window, 
energy and storage capacity; 
14: Solve the scheduling model with CPLEX; 
15: End for 
16: Merge the scheduling solutions and calculate the profit; 
17: k=k+1; 
18:End While 
The complexity of EHE-DCF algorithm has been evaluated 
in Table Ⅰ, indicating the total time computational complexity is 
O(n
2
), where n denotes the number of tasks. 
 
 
TABLE Ⅰ 
THE COMPLEXITY OF EHE-DCF ALGORITHM 
Procedure of Algorithm Complexity 
Initialization O(1) 
Task allocation O(n
2
) 
Task scheduling O(n
2
) 
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 
The proposed algorithm is implemented in MatlabR2016a, 
CPLEX12.5 and executed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 2.80 
GHz, with 8.0 GB RAM. In this paper, the ensemble of 
heuristic and exact algorithm based on the divide and conquer 
framework (EHE-DCF) is compared with CPLEX (as the exact 
method without task allocation) and three heuristic algorithms: 
GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF and SANS2-DCF. We set up 
comparison experiments of task scheduling for different task 
scales and different observation resource scales to validate the 
performance of the proposed algorithm. 
A. Simulation setup 
We set the acceptable runtime to 3600 seconds. Tasks are 
randomly distributed in the range of latitude 15°~45°and 
longitude 80°~120°. The scheduling horizon is set as 24 hours. 
The priorities to tasks are uniformly distributed among [1, 10]. 
Parameters of satellite are listed in Table Ⅱ. Parameters related 
to tasks allocation and the iterations G  of GR-DCF are listed in 
Table Ⅲ. Table Ⅳ list the parameters of SANS1-DCF and 
SANS2-DCF, which include temperature decay parameter  , 
initial temperature sTem  and termination temperature eTem  . 
 
TABLE Ⅱ 
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS OF SATELLITES OBSERVATION  
kE   kM   ke   km   ktd   kts  ktu  v  
300 2400 1 1 5 3 5 1 
TABLE Ⅲ 
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS OF GR-DCF 
     a b   c   l   l     G 
3 3 0.7 0.3 0.2 2 1 0.9 500 
TABLE Ⅳ 
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS OF SA-DCF 
     a  b c   l   l       sTem  eTem  
3 3 0.7 0.3 0.2 2 1 0.9 0.99 300 0.001 
B. Experimental results 
We set up experiments for different task scales to compare 
EHE-DCF with GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF and 
CPLEX. All algorithms are tested for 25 times with ten 
satellites and the scheduling results are concluded in Table Ⅴ, 
which include scheduling profit, number of tasks completed 
Num  and runtime. In the first column, C1-C8 are the instance 
numbers. Columns Task scale and Visible task scale are task 
scales and the number of tasks which can be observed by 
satellites. The algorithms are listed in column Algorithm, and 
following six columns are minimum value, mean value, 
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maximum value of scheduling profit and task number in 
different task scales. The mean value of runtime is listed in the 
last column. 
TABLE Ⅴ 
TASK SIZE DIFFERENCE EXPERIMENT RESULT  
Instance 
No. 
Task 
scale 
Visible 
 task scale 
Algorithm 
 Profit   Num   Runtime 
(s) `Min Ave Max Min Ave Max 
C1 200 199· 
EHE-DCF 1063 1095.840 1117 160 166 170 16.131 
SANS1-DCF 1046 1073.880 1091 157 162 167 10.297 
SANS2-DCF 1054 1077.880 1102 157 163 167 9.056  
GR-DCF 1036 1060.520 1084 157 162 168 4.734  
CPLEX \ 1198 \ \ 186 \ 3.104 
C2 400 399 
EHE-DCF 1833 1859.480 1902 253 259 266 27.744 
SANS1-DCF 1750 1781.280 1848 242 247 253 44.782 
SANS2-DCF 1773 1807.120 1834 242 249 252 41.367 
GR-DCF 1654 1728.920 1781 237 246 250 18.488 
CPLEX \ 2134 \ \ 306 \ 240.753 
C3 600 599 
EHE-DCF 2235 2280.640 2312 293 302 308 54.801 
SANS1-DCF 2078 2133.640 2181 273 280 287 153.926 
SANS2-DCF 2149 2208.360 2252 277 287 297 147.857 
GR-DCF 1974 2042.080 2100 270 277 287 62.184 
CPLEX \ 2616 \ \ 350 \ 448.514 
C4 800 799 
EHE-DCF 2531 2577.920 2616 318 327 335 102.310 
SANS1-DCF 2306 2358.920 2420 287 296 305 383.494 
SANS2-DCF 2407 2465.120 2521 298 307 314 376.980 
GR-DCF 2194 2255.760 2316 286 295 309 159.789 
CPLEX \ 2928 \ \ 371 \ 4472.515 
C5 1000 999 
EHE-DCF 2762 2796.360 2829 341 346 354 170.073 
SANS1-DCF 2430 2530.280 2588 303 310 315 756.406 
SANS2-DCF 2544 2621.840 2674 307 317 324 767.229 
GR-DCF 2371 2403.040 2467 301 307 313 322.980 
C6 1200 1198 
EHE-DCF 2903 2936.040 2976 354 358 365 274.739 
SANS1-DCF 2576 2628.680 2684 306 315 326 1357.924 
SANS2-DCF 2729 2769.960 2857 323 329 338 1338.860 
GR-DCF 2407 2483.600 2562 306 313 320 574.383 
C7 1400 1398 
EHE-DCF 3036 3074.880 3108 361 368 372 422.069 
SANS1-DCF 2676 2731.800 2795 314 322 331 2178.727 
SANS2-DCF 2818 2883.560 2943 328 337 344 2183.903 
GR-DCF 2509 2577.417 2680 310 319 330 922.881 
C8 1600 1598 
EHE-DCF 3108 3149.080 3187 368 374 379 620.367 
SANS1-DCF 2738 2789.160 2831 320 326 333 3354.379 
SANS2-DCF 2883 2945.480 3006 330 341 350 3318.207 
GR-DCF 2555 2634.800 2693 314 322 333 1396.340 
As seen from Table Ⅴ, EHE-DCF outperforms the 
comparison algorithms both in terms of observation profit and 
scheduled task number, because the EHE-DCF algorithm uses 
an exact method in the task scheduling phase on single orbit, 
which can obtain the optimal solution of the single orbit 
scheduling problem.  
CPLEX has the hightest profit in small-scale task scheduling, 
but the runtime increases dramaticlly when task scale increases, 
indicating its computational efficiency is easily affected by the 
task scale. We can see that CPLEX has a sharp increase in 
runtime when task scale is more than 300, which is much higher 
than other algorithms.  In the case of 800 task scale, the runtime 
of CPLEX has exceeded the acceptable time, thus it will not be 
considered in subsequent analysis. 
Compared with the CPLEX, other algorithms run much 
faster, and EHE-DCF has the shortest runtime with the task 
scale increases. When the task scale is more than 600, the 
runtime of EHE-DCF is the least. It is obvious that, both the 
scheduling profit and scheduled task number of EHE-DCF are 
better than GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF and SANS2-DCF in 
different task scales. 
 
Fig. 6.  Convergence of EHE-DCF under 400, 1000, and 1600 tasks 
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As shown in Fig.6, EHE-DCF algorithm has stable 
convergence trend under different task scales. It demonstrates 
that EHE-DCF algorithm is robust and suitable for EOSS 
problems under different task scales. 
The variance of scheduling profit and scheduled task number 
is shown in Fig.7. and Fig.8. The EHE-DCF has excellent 
stability, and this advantage is more obvious when the task 
scale is more than 500. Compared with SANS1-DCF, 
SANS2-DCF and GR-DCF, EHE-DCF has more stable 
calculation ability, which proves the applicability of EHE-DCF 
in EOSS problem. 
 
Fig. 7.  The comparing of stability of Num  among EHE-DCF, SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF and GR-DCF 
 
Fig. 8.  The comparing of stability of profit among EHE-DCF, SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF and GR-DCF 
Fig.9 and Fig.10 are the histograms of the EHE-DCF and 
comparison algorithms in terms of the profit and scheduled task 
number increase rate under different task scales. When the task 
scale is 1600, the profit increase rate and the number of tasks 
completed increase rate reach the maximum value. The 
experimental results show that, the performance of the 
intelligent optimization algorithm is comparably weak in the 
large-scale scheduling problem. The improvement rate of 
EHE-DCF will improve with the task scale increase, indicating 
that EHE-DCF algorithm is suitable in large-scale, 
multi-conflict, multi-satellite task scheduling problem. 
 
Fig. 9.  Profit increase rate histogram 
 
Fig. 10.  The number of tasks completed increase rate histogram 
More observation resources mean more observation 
opportunities and more complex scheduling. In order to verify 
the effect of EHE-DCF algorithm under different observation 
resources, we apply EHE-DCF, GR-DCF, SANS1-DCF and 
SANS2-DCF under different satellite scales. In this experiment, 
we fix the task scale as 1000. Five sets of comparative 
experiments (C9-C12) with different satellite scales are tested. 
The results are shown in Table Ⅵ, in which the second column 
is the number of satellites. It can be seen from Table Ⅵ that the 
scheduling results using EHE-DCF are better than comparison 
algorithms under different satellite scales. It proves that the 
solving ability of EHE-DCF has more potential, and it can exert 
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stable solution, strong searching ability and high quality of 
solution in the high complexity scheduling problem. The 
scheduling results of task scale 1000 among EHE-DCF, 
SANS1-DCF, SANS2-DCF and GR-DCF algorithms under 
satellite scale 2 to satellite scale 10 are illustrated in Fig.11 and 
Fig.12, which verifies that EHE-DCF algorithm is more 
suitable for multi-satellite scheduling problem of different 
satellite scales. 
TABLE Ⅵ 
SATELLITE SIZE DIFFERENCE EXPERIMENT RESULT  
Instance 
No. 
Satellite 
scale 
Visible 
 task scale 
Algorithm 
Task Size 1000 
 Profit   Num   
Min Ave Max Min Ave Max 
C9 2 846 
EHE-DCF 1065 1082.640 1098 123 126 129 
SANS1-DCF 910 952.600 982 102 108 111 
SANS2-DCF 984 1005.440 1033 110 113 118 
GR-DCF 902 921.960 953 104 107 110 
C10 4 913 
EHE-DCF 1654 1678.120 1695 196 200 203 
SANS1-DCF 1445 1478.480 1518 165 171 177 
SANS2-DCF 1540 1564.640 1622 175 179 185 
GR-DCF 1375 1419.440 1468 166 170 176 
C11 6 993 
EHE-DCF 2387 2420.200 2466 288 294 299 
SANS1-DCF 2109 2159.240 2218 228 258 263 
SANS2-DCF 2213 2273.760 2320 259 268 275 
GR-DCF 1998 2041.640 2095 248 254 262 
C12 8 999 
EHE-DCF 2666 2702.520 2725 321 326 329 
SANS1-DCF 2379 2438.680 2499 284 291 301 
SANS2-DCF 2525 2565.680 2630 295 302 310 
GR-DCF 2325 2386.640 2471 278 285 297 
  
Fig. 11.  Profit comparison of different satellite number 
 
Fig. 12.  Tasks completed comparison of different satellite number
VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a novel scheduling approach that combines 
heuristic and exact methods based on a divide-and-conquer 
framework is proposed for the multiple earth observation 
satellites scheduling problem. The task scheduling problem is 
divided into a task allocation phase and a single-orbit 
scheduling phase. In the task allocation phase, a heuristic task 
allocation method is designed, which can evolve continuously 
in an iterative process and degrade task scale effectively based 
on pheromone factors and feedback factors. In the single-orbit 
scheduling phase, we propose a scheduling model and adopt 
CPLEX to obtain the optimal solution of each subproblem. 
Furthermore, the EOSS problem is solved by iteratively 
performing the two phases, until the termination conditions are 
met. 
Compared with one exact and three heuristic algorithms, 
EHE-DCF outperforms both in scheduling profit, number of 
tasks completed and running time in the large-scale EOSS 
problem. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the 
EHE-DCF algorithm is robust and efficient, since it can 
converge rapidly under different task scales and different 
observation resources scales. The scheduling results of the new 
method are stable and superior to those of the comparison 
algorithms. For the future research, we aim to extend the 
proposed scheduling approach framework for agile EOSS 
problem [49], in which the observation task start/end times are 
considered as decision variables. 
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